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In this paper we solve the problem of diffraction of a normally incident plane 
wave by a circular disk. We treat both the hard and soft disk. In each case we 
obtain the solution as a series which converges when the product of the wave 
number and the radius of the disk is large. Our construction leads directly to 
asymptotic approximations to the solution for large wave number. 
INTRODUCTION 
We wish to consider the problem of diffraction of a normally incident plane 
wave by a circular disk. This problem has received considerable attention in 
recent years from Jones and his co-workers [5], [q, [9], [13] in Great Britain and 
also from Sologub in the Soviet Union [II]. (Workers in diffraction theory 
should be aware of Sologub’s work on diffraction by a strip [12] which is an 
important contribution to the theory.) Our solution to the problem is based on 
an idea of Case. In a remarkable paper [2] Case shows how various diffraction 
problems can be reduced to Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. 
The author previously has used this method to solve the problem of diffraction 
by a strip [14], [15], [16]. Here we show how Case’s method can be used to 
solve the problem presently under consideration. We treat both the hard and 
soft disk. The analysis of the problem for the soft disk is straightfotward and 
follows Case’s outline exactly. The analysis of the problem for the hard disk is 
somewhat more interesting. We derive an equation for the jump in the solution 
across the disk which is similar to but somewhat different from the equation 
derived by Jones [7]. This equation can be solved by a method similar to the 
method used to solve the problem for the soft disk. In either case, the solution is 
given in the form of a series which converges when the product of the wave 
number and the radius is large. (We give an estimate for the radius of conver- 
gence of the series.) We believe that this is the first time such a solution has 
been given along with rigorous error estimates. Finally we show how the solu- 
tions we obtain can be used to compute asymptotic solutions. We are almost 
able to show that the approximate solutions predicted by geometrical diffraction 
theory (see [17] and the references in that paper) are asymptotic to the exact 
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solution. However in making this computation there is a point which we have 
not yet been able to resolve. 
Since many of the computations are routine but lengthy they are omitted 
here in order to save space. A fuller exposition is contained in the technical 
report [19] on which this paper is based. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we consider the soft disk, 
in Section 2 the hard disk and in Section 3 we discuss the asymptotics. 
1. THE SOFT DISK 
We consider here the reduced wave equation 
2 + g + 2 + x224 = 0. (1.1) 
Here x > 0 is the wave number. The boundary condition is 
for x2 + y2 < f?. (1.2) 
We assume that the incident wave is a normally incident plane wave ui = &z. 
We require that u - ui be outgoing. If we introduce the scaled variables 
x = ax, ) y = uy, , z = az, , K = ~a, U(X, y, z) = ur(xr , yr , x,), then ur can be 
represented in the form 
ul(xl , y1 , zl) = eiKzl 
+a 
/qx; , y;) g dx; dy; . (1.3) 
Zi*+Vi'<l 
Here 8(x; , y;) is the jump in the normal derivative of zlr across the disk and 
R = [(xl - 4)” + (~1 - y;j2 + .z r2 li2. In order that the boundary condition I 
(1.2) be satisfied we must have 
-477 = jj 
z;*+,i*g1 
,5(x; , y;) $ dx; dy; (1.4) 
where d = [(x1 - xi)” + (yl - ~;)~]l/~. 
Solving the boundary value problem (1 .l), (1.2) is equivalent to solving the 
integral equation (1.4). Introducing polar coordinates we seek a solution of (1.4) 
depending only on the radial variable. Thus setting $(x; , y;) = p(r’) we obtain 
the integral equation 
-4n = L1lz= p(C) $ Y’ dr’ df?’ 
where now d = (P + ~‘2 - 2rr' COS(~ - 13'))lP. 
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To describe Case’s reduction of (1.5) we first introduce some notation. Let k 
be a complex variable. Let c be the half line in the k plane from K to K + ice. The 
function G(k) = (k - IC)~/~ is defined in the k plane slit along c and taken to be 
real for k real and greater than K. We define (k + ~)l/~ = iG(-k). We let 
G+(k) refer to values of G(k) on the right of the slit c and G-(k) refer to the values 
of G(k) on the left of the slit c. Finally for k on c we define 
d(k) = (k + ~)-l/~ [l/G+(k) - l/G-(k)]. 
We start with the relation 
s 
257 &d 
-del ==j J,(kr<) I$‘( kr,) kA (k) dk. 
0 c 
(1.6) 
In (1.6) Y< = min(r, r’) and r> = max(r, r’). A derivation of (1.6) is sketched 
in Appendix A. If we denote either side of (1.6) byL(r, r’) we have the identity 
s 
‘L(r, Y’) Jo(W) r’ dr’ 
0 
(1.7) 
= -2i 
I e ;‘“’ ; .Jo(kr) + r 1 “,4’“’ ; Jo@) @(4 k), 
where 
sP(/, k) = {kJ,(t) H;)‘(k) - D.@‘(k) J;(L)). (1.8) 
To derive (1.7) we simply use the identity 
valid for any pair of cylinder functions of order V, F, and G,; see [4], p. 90 and 
the Wronskian identity 
Jo(z) fp(z) - J&z) fp(z) = 2i%z. 
See [4], p. 80. 
We look for a solution of (1.5) of the form 
p(r’) = 2iK f s $(k’) k’l’at?lC’Jo(k’r’) dk’. 
c 
(1.11) 
We insert the Ansatz (1.11) in (1.5), reverse the order of integration (once we 
find $ it will be clear a posteriori that this is legal) and use (1.7). The result if this 
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can be further simplified by using the following identity which can be proven 
using the Plemelj formula: 
s kA(k) dk I 
TTi/(P - K2)1’2 Gnotoncor-c 
c tf2 - k2 = 0 Goncor -c. 
(1.12) 
We then find that (1.5) will be satisfied if 4 satisfies the integral equation 
s +(k’) k’1/2eik’@(k’, k) dk’ = 2iK@(0, k) k’2 - k2 k2 - T f@“(k), k on c. (1.13) c 
We define functions A(x), B(z), B(x), C(z) and D(z) by the following formulas: 
f@‘(x) = ($)li2 e-in14eiz(l + A(z)) 
J&Z) = (&)l” e-in’4eiz(l + A(x)) + (&)1’2 ein/4e-iz(l + C(x)) 
H:“(x) = (-$-)“” eirr/4eis(l + B(x)) 
2 
( 1 
l/2 
ZZ- ein/4eiz 
77x 
(1 + ; + w) 
J(x) = (&)1’2 ei”14eiz(l + B(x)) + (&)1’2 e-irr14e-iz(l + D(x)). (1.14) 
The functions A(z), B(z), B(z), C(z) and D(z) are analytic functions in the 
plane slit along the negative real axis. 
In the sequel we will use the following estimates: In the region of the complex 
z-plane (X = x + iy) for which x + y > 5/2 we have 
I44 < clIxl-l where cl = 0.460, 
I w G c2 lx 1-l where c2 = 1.090, 
I &)I < c3 I z rz where c3 = 0.611, (1.15) 
I C@)l G c4 I z 1-l where c4 = 1.521, 
I W>I < c5 I z I-l where c5 = 2.541. 
The form of these estimates is well-known. The estimates for the constants 
cr-cg can be computed using results in [lo]. 
We define 
@,,(k’, k) = 
iei’“-““(k + k’) 
n(k’k)l12 ’ 
(1.16) 
Then 
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@(k’, k) = d+,(k’, k) + @,(k’, k) 
39 
(1.17) 
where 
@dk’, 4 
k - k’ =.rr(kk’)l/2e i(k’+k) 
+ 
ei(k’+k) 
Y@q= 
{kA(k’) + kB(k) (1 + A(k’)) - k’B(k’) - k’A(k) (1 + B(K))) 
+ i ~ ei(k-k’){kC(k’) + kB(k) (1 + C(k’)) + k’D(k’) n(kk’)1’2 
+ k’44 (1 + W’))). (1.18) 
It follows from (1.8) (l.lO), (1.16) and (1.17) that 
@,(k, k) = 0. 
We write (1.13) in the form 
$(k’) k’1/2eik’@,,(k’, k) &’ = $ f@“(k) - j- $(k’) eik’k’l12Ql(k’, k) dk’ 
k’2 - k-2 e k’2 - k2 
Using (1.16) this becomes 
Now a solution of the integral equation 
k on c. (1.18) 
is given by 
If we apply this inversion formula to (1.18) we transform (1.18) into a Fredholm 
integral equation of the second kind with a nonsingular kernel: 
+(k) = g(k) + j- W, WJ(~ dt 
e 
(1.19) 
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where now 
(1.20) 
and 
As a function of k’ for fixed k and G the integrand in (1.21) is analytic in the plane 
slit along the negative real axis and the half line c except for a pole at k’ = -c!. 
In order to analyze (1.19) we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let F(k) be analytic in the sector -42 < arg z < r and suppose that 
in this sector F(k) = O(1) as k -+ 00. Then 
s F(k’) dk’ c G+(k’) (k’ - k) = t s F(k’) dk’ c’ G(k’) (k’ - k) 
where c’ is the line k = $c + re3ni/4, ---co < T < CO. 
Note that this lemma can be applied to the integrals in (1.20) and (1.21). 
Proof of the Lemma. Note that the integrand is O(k-3/2) as k -+ 03 in -3712 < 
arg k < TT so there is no problem in shifting the contour once we have dealt with 
the singularity at k’ = k. By the Plemelj formula 
s F(k’) dk’ c G+(k’) (k’ - k) 
(1.22) 
1 = - lim 
F(k’) dk 
2 c-O+ [S c G+(k’) (k’ - (k + l )) + s, c,(k,);r$ - <)) ’ 1 
Now consider the first integral on the right hand side of (1.22). By first expres- 
sing it as an integral over a contour encircling c and then moving the contour 
past the pole at k + E onto c’ we find 
s F(k’) dk’ 1 s F(k’) dk’ _ pi ‘(k + l ) 0 G+(k’) (k’ - (k + l )) = y  e’ G(k’) (k’ - (k + l )) G(k + 6) ’ 
Hence 
s F(k’) dk’ 1 s F(k’) dk’ !% c G+(k’) (k’ - (k + l )) = 7 C’ G(k’) (k’ - k) . F(k) -=zGf(K)* 
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Similarly 
F(k’) dk’ 1 
!$. i, G+(k’) (k’ - (k - c)) - -z I 
F(k’) dk’ . F(k) 
e’ G(k’) (k’ - k) -T-m* 
Since G+(k) = -G-(k), (1.22) gives the lemma. 
The analysis of (1.19) is now perfectly straightforward but tedious. W’e omit 
the details which can be found in [19]. Recall that K(k, d) is given by (1.21) and 
g(k) is given by (1.20). We use the lemma to shift the contours of integration in 
(1.20) and (1.21) to c’. For k and Z! on c we set k = K -+ iKt, t = K j- iKS, 
0 < t < x3. 0 :<I 5 < 03. We assume 
K > 5. (1.23) 
We can then use (1.15) along with some perfectly elementary estimates and 
some numerical computation of definite integrals to obtain 
Here 
(1.24) 
CR = 0.252, cg = 8.605, cl0 = 1.980, cl1 = 18.61. 
Also 
(1.25) 
with 
Cl2 = 1.38. 
We wish to solve (1.19) by successive approximations. We define our appro- 
ximation scheme by 
with +,(k) = g(k). Thus setting C,(t) = &(K + iKt) we have from (1.24) and 
(1.25) (using (1.23) again) 
I Cl(t) - #o(t)1 < - & 
& /2 
Cl3 = cl3 401/2 8.83. 
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Thus by induction we have 
Thus if 
K > cl3 = 8.83 
the sequence (&(t)} converges uniformly to a function 9(t) such that 
n 
$(K + iKt) = $(t) iS a SObdOn Of (1.19). If 
then 
K > 2c,, = 17.66 
2c,,t1/2 c n 
I w - &&>I G (t 5 ’ ( 1 
Now p is given by (1.11) with + given by 4. Define pn by (1 .l 1) with 4 replaced 
by C& where &(K f  iKt) = z,&(t). Now for z in the first quadrant we have 
1 z”“J&)I < ClqeI*~ 
where 
Thus 
c 14 = 1.42. 
I f(Y’) - fN)l < 2+1’2CI,C,, (*)“Kr t-l12e-xt(l-r') & 
(1.26) 
= 2[Y’(1 - Y’)]- C&2(3TK)1’2 -. 
2. THE HARD DISK 
In this section we again consider the problem of diffraction of a normally 
incident plane wave by a circular disk. The problem is the same as described 
in the first paragraph of Section 1 except that the boundary condition (1.2) is 
replaced by 
for x2 + y2 < u2. (2.1) 
After introducing the scaled variables as before we look for a solution of the form 
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Herep^(x; , y;) is the jump in uI across the disk and R = [(x1 - xi)” + (yl - ~1)~ 
+ (zl - x;)~]~‘~. We impose the edge condition [7], 1161 on p”. 
p”(4 7 Y;) = 0, x;“+y;“- 1. (2.3) 
We will try to find a p” displaying radial symmetry. Thus we introduce polar 
coordinates and set p(r) = 8(x1 , yI). Then (2.3) becomes 
p(1) = 0. 
Differentiating (2.2) with respect to x we obtain 
(2.3a) 
au1 . 1 
ax, 
~ tKeiKzl f -.- j2n/1p(~‘)&&G II =O~‘dr’dt)‘. 
47r 0 0 i 
(2.4) 
We would like to let zr approach zero in (2.4) but we cannot do so because this 
would lead to a nonintegrable singularity in the integrand. Thus we proceed in 
the manner suggested by Jones [7]. Now, 
8 a eircR a2 eiuR 
_-~ -- 
&, 8~; R z;=0 = - hi2 R $I=0 
( 
a2 a2 c 2 eiKD 
=-‘ay;2tKD axl,z 1 
where D = ((x1 - xi)” + (yr - Y;)~ + ~r~)l/~. Hence applying 
theorem and (2.3a) we obtain 
the divergence 
1 
- J’“j-’ p(~‘) -& 6 $ 
47T 0 0 
Is 
i 
=. r’ dr’ de’ 
K-2 211 1 eiKD 1 
=- ~ o o p(r’)T~‘dy’d8 - Z 
ss 
K-2 2s 
=- 47.r 
ss 
1 
p(“) 
&D 
0 0 
-‘~d”dB-~~olP’(“‘).(~P’~de’)y’dy~. D 
Of course there is no problem in letting .q tend to zero in the first term. We are 
going to show that the result of letting x1 tend to zero in the second term is 
where d = [(x1 - x;)” + (yr - y;)2]112 = [r2 + rf2 - 2rr’ cos(8 - tI’)]1/2 and 
the integral exists as a Cauchy Principal Value. 
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For this we first observe that it is enough to consider the case K = 0. To see 
this we note that if we replace eiKR/R by (eiKR - 1)/R in (2.2) we can differentiate 
with respect to zr and let x1 tend to 0. By Lebesgue’s theorem there is no difficulty 
in taking the limit under the integral sign. Hence we consider 
s 2a [x12 + r+Y’2 - rr’ cos 8’1-1’2 df?’ 0 
= 
s 
02T [z12 + (r + r’)2 - 4rr’ cos2 t/2]-1’2 d0’ 
= 4 1”‘” [xl2 + (r + r’)2 - 4rr’ COS~+‘]-~/~ d+’ (lp’ = 8’/2) 
0 
f 
n/2 
zzz 4 [x12 + (r + r’)2 - 4rr’ sin2 $1~‘1” d+ o (4 = + - f) 
= +,,2 + (p+ +)2)1,2 1;” P - k2 sin2 +I-“” d+ 
where 
k2 = 
(r + r;‘+ xl2 . 
The function 
K(k) = 1”” (1 - k2 sin $)-li2 d+ 
0 
is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind. We are interested in the behavior 
of the integral for 1 z, j and 1 r - r’ 1 small, i.e., for k near 1. For k near 1 
K(k) = ICI log ; - K, 
where Kr and K, are convergent series in k’ = (1 - k2)l12 and Kr = 1 + O(V), 
K, = O(K2), [I]. Thus the singular behavior is contained in the term log k’ 
where 
Kt2 = lr - r’)2 + z12 
(r + r’)2 + z12 ’ 
Thus 
s 
2n 1 
0 i=Jdde= (xl2 + (I: r’)2)1/2 
log[(r - r’j2 + XI”] +ff(y, y’, ZI) 
wheref(r, r’, zr) causes no trouble when we differentiate with respect to Y' and 
let z, -+ 0. 
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Thus 
d 
-.I 
2r 1 
dr’ o 
-dtI = 
D (x12 + (r”+ r’)2)1’2 (T -?$- ,z12 
I 4(’ + r’) af 
(,z12 + (r + r’)2)3’2 log[(r - r’J2 + %21 + g7 (r, r’, x1). 
Thus we finally obtain 
lim j-‘” p’(~‘) -$ In $ Y’ dr’ 
zt+o ” 
- P.V. ~02~pr(~‘) I&---& + h210g 1 Y - r’ j i $ (r, r’, O)/ Y’ dr’ 
= p.v. [‘$(r’) -& i2= + do T’ dr’. 
The result of all of this is that letting zr -+ 0 in (2.4) we see that p satisfies the 
integro-differential equation 
where the second integral on the right hand side of (2.5) exists as a Cauchy 
Principal Value. In addition p is to satisfy (2.3a). 
We look for a solution of (2.5) of the form 
p(r’) = -2 - j-&k’) Jo(kY) dk’. 
e 
Gw 
We again use the representation (1.6). Then 
$(r’) = I‘ c&k’) k’J,(k’r’) dk’ 
c 
(2.7) 
J,(kr’) Ht’(kr) k2A(k) dk, rr < r 
(2.8) 
J,(kr) Hf)(kr’) k2A(k) dk, r ( r’. 
We insert the representations (2.6), (1.6), (2.7), (2.8) in (2.5). We again reverse 
the order of integration and carry out the r’ integrations with the help of (1.9). 
The result can be simplified by using (1. lo), (I. 12) and the relation 
2qz) = --F,(z) + zF,(z) 
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valid for any cylinder functions. We thus find that (2.5) will be satisfied if 4 
satisfies the integral equation 
K2 I+“(k) K2 $(K’) @(K’, k) F--&--=4 c k’2--2 s &’ _ _1_ s 4 c (2.9) 
Equation (2.9) is to hold for k on c. In (2.9) CD is given by (1.8) and 6 is defined by 
di(k’, k) = kT@)‘(k) J,,(k’) - k@)(k) J;(k’). (2.10) 
We will solve (2.9) by a method similar to the one used to solve (1.13). Recall 
the decomposition of 0, (1.17). We decompose $ in the same way 
&(k’, k) = @,,(k’, k) + &,(k’, k) (2.11) 
where a,, is given by (1.16) and hence &(k, k) = 0. We have 
&(k’, k) = -$$& eitk+*‘) 
+ l - ei(“+“‘){k’B(k) (1 + A(k’)) + k’A(k’) n(kk’)1’2 
- kA(k) (1 + B(F)) - kB(k’)) 
(2.12) 
+ i ___ ei(k-k’){k’B(k) (1 + C(k’)) + k’C(k’) .rr(kk’)1’2 
+ k44 (1 + W’)) + WW 
Using (1.17) and (2.11) in (2.9) and setting $(k’) =&k’) e-i”‘k’-112 we obtain 
the integral equation 
i - s - c !!! (K” - ,$A’) 
2tc2e-“*H~)‘(k) = @I2 
_ @/2,+k k'1/2,$(kt)eik' 
I 
K~@@, k) - kk’@(k’, k) dk 
c k’2 - k2 
(2.13) 
In Appendix B we will derive the following inversion formula: a solution of the 
integral equation 
i - 
37 
& (K” - kk’) dk’ = F(k) 
is given by 
w = - 
F(K) 1 F(d) de G+(k) G(--) (k + 4 - b(i$ c G+(e) (t+ K) (k - t) ’ I 
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Applying this inversion formula to (2.13) we obtain the integral equation 
where 
2K3’%?&qc) 
h(k) = - G+(k) G(-K) (k f K) 
2itP 
s 
e&Z~) ‘( 8) dtf 
rG+(k) c G+(d) (d+ K) (k - 6’) P 
and 
L(k 4 
3,3 -iKpeie4v* K) - a(4 K> 1 =-K e 
e2 - 2 G+(k) G(-K) (k t K) 
i /l/2 k’l/Q,-i”’ 
+ - - eie f, G+(k’) (k’ + K) (k - k’) n G+(k) 
K”@l(z!, K’) - kvtQe, k’) dk, 
82 - k’2 
If we again assume condition (1.23) then these functions satisfy the following 
estimates: 
+ C17K-1’2 I G+(k)1 (I; k + 42) ’ 
Here 
cl5 = 2.567 
C 16 = 0.928 
Cl, = 7.104. 
We again set k = K f iKt, 8 = K f Z’KS, 0 < t < CO, 0 < s < CO. Then 
Cl5 1 I h(K)1 G 7 t1/2(t f $) 
I -W 41 G ~n++~ Kt!;z;;‘t, + ~17 Kztl’2(f + 1) . 
2 
We now solve (2.14) by successive approximations 
409/67/‘--t 
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with &JR) = h(K). Setting &(t) = &(K + kt) we find 
Here 
c15c17 
s 
co ds 
,W2(t + 4) (J s1’2(s + a> 
+$(~)1’2+~.2%)tl,2(~+~) 
1 
G $yi Cl6 p/2@ + 4) * 
Cl8 = Cl6 ($)“’ + cl7 ($)“’ T = 15.28. 
By induction 
Thus if 
I ~?l+1(~) - &@)I < c - 
1 
’ 15 Kw2)+1 p/2@ + 8) * 
K > c;, = 233.48 (2.15) 
then the sequence {&(t)} converges to a function #(t) such that $(K -k iKt) = #(t) 
is a solution of (2.14). I f  
K > d& = 934 (2.16) 
then 
(2.17) 
and 
(2.18) 
The solution of (2.5) is given by (2.6) with 
&k’) = &k’) k’l12eik’. (2.19) 
The function 4 satisfies equation (2.9). We now show that p satisfies (2.3a). For 
this we return to (2.9). By (1.8) and (2.10) this equation can be written 
K2 H!)‘(k) f@“(k) 
------=Tc 2 k I 
kJ,(K’) (K” - g2> @!) dk 
k’2 _ k2 
k’J@,2 E”, k2) $(k’) dk’, k on c. 
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NOW K2 - k’2 = (~2 - k2) + (k2 - k’2) hence 
K2 H;“(k) _ l@“(k) k(tc2 - k2) 
2 k 4 
-e &c#‘) dk’ 1 
_ -“t!$!!@ [ J,(k’)&k’) &’ 
-c 
(2.20) 
By (2.18) and (2.19) the integrals in (2.20) converge and the first and third 
integrals are O((k - K)-‘/‘) as k + K on c, [8]. Thus letting k - K in (2.20) and 
dividing by (K/4) &l”(K) # 0 we obtain 
2 = - J,(k’)&k’) dk’. 
This implies that p given by (2.6) satisfies (2.3a). 
We define pn by (2.6) with&k’) replaced by &(k’) k’li2 eiL’. Using the esti- 
mates (1.31), (1.32) and (2.17) we find 
3. THE ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
In this section we wish to indicate briefly how the approximate solution we 
constructed can be used to obtain the results of geometric diffraction theory. 
We shall consider only the soft disk. (There is no essential difference in the nature 
of the results.) We will return to the unnormalized variables (x, y, Z, x) and 
assume that x2 + y2 # 0 or a2 so we will be dealing with the ordinary (non- 
uniform) expansions. 
The results can be obtained by expanding asymptotically integrals of the form 
(1.3) where p has the form (1 .l 1) with C$ replaced by a suitable approximation 
derived from the iteration scheme described in Section 1. Of course in (1.11) 
we would like to replace J,, by its asymptotic approximation. We can do this as 
long as r’ is bounded away from zero. However, for values of Y’ in the neigh- 
borhood of r’ = 0 this step is no longer valid. At this time then we are unable to 
compute the contribution to the asymptote expansion of the integral in (1.3) 
from the center of the disk. It would be surprising, to say the least, if this 
contribution turned out to be non-negligible. However we have not been 
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able to show that one can (as we will proceed to do) in fact neglect this contribu- 
tion. 
The solution to the original problem (1. I), (1.2) is given by 
u(x, y, 2) = eixz + -& I’( ,Z(r’) $f r’ dr’ do’ (3.1) 
where now x = Y cos 0, y = Y sin 0, R2 = r2 + r12 - 2rr’ cos(B - 19’) + z2 and 
j?(r) = (1 /a) p(m) where p is the function constructed in Section 1; 
p(r) = 2ix + CW ( +(ak) k1/2eik”J,,(kr) dk 
where now ct! in the half line running from x to x + ice. 
We use standard methods of asymptotic expansion of double integrals. 
Actually since p is independent of 6 we can first perform a stationary phase 
computation in 0 which will reduce the problem to that of expanding a one 
dimensional integral asymptotically. Moreover as mentioned above we ignore 
any contribution from the end point r = 0. 
When we insert the term 2ix into (3.1) we find (as usual) that we get a stationary 
point contribution of -eixlzl if r < a and no stationary point contribution if 
r > a. This term combines with ui = e i~z to give the geometrical optics field. If 
u, = e-ixz then this field is 
r>a 
r < a, X>O (3.3) 
r < a, z < 0. 
In addition there will be contributions from the edge of the disk. These will 
contribute to the diffracted field. For a given field point P = (r, 0, z) the dif- 
fracted field reaches P along diffracted rays originating at the points on the edge 
of this disk nearest to and farthest away from P. For the connection between 
geometrical diffraction theory and asymptotic expansion of integrals of the type 
(3.1) see [17]. 
We now turn to the contribution from the second term on the right in (3.2). 
Suppose we wish to compute all terms in the asymptotic expansion of u of order 
less than or equal to xe2. For this it is enough to replace 4 by +r where 
A(k) = 0) + i- Wk Og(J’) de. (3.4) 
(Recall that g is given by (1.20) and K by (1.21)). Furthermore, we can easily 
identify that part of $r which will eventually yield the desired terms in the 
asymptotic expansion of 24. 
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Replacing Hi by its asymptotic formula (1 .I 4) we find 
g(k) N 2 ($)I’” G+(k) ein’4 1; + + (A + -&)/ . (3.5) 
Noting that C(k) = - l/Si/+ 0(/-z), D(L) = 3/8izl$- O(P), A(k’) = l/8&’ 
A O(k’-2) we have 
K(k, d) N - i G+(k) e2if 
(L+ k;G(-f) I;%. (3.6) 
To the desired order of accuracy we can replace g(k) by the first term on the 
right of (3.5) in j,K(k, l)g(t) dt. We find 
l K(k, t)g(t) dt N (F)“” G+(k) ei*‘4 & + g + & G+(k). (3.7) 
And finally, recalling that K = ~a, from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7) 
Cl(ka) N 2 (%)I” G+(ka) eia’4 1; + (& + f  &)I 
+ 2”” L e$ixa G+(&+ 
4a xa2 k + x 
Now 
Thus we have (neglecting some higher order terms) 
alI2 
s 
$,(ak) k1/2ei”aJo(kr) dk + 2ix 
% 
2x1’2 
--ix + rrr1/2 s 
eik(a+r) G+W & 
% k 
2ix1J2 
I +I2 % 
eik+‘)G+(ka) 1; + (& + & + A)/ dk 
e3ni/4e2ixa 
+ 4,212,1f2Xa2i2 s 
dk @(a-T)G+(ka) - , c, k+x 
(3.8) 
The second and forth terms on the right side of (3.8) will contribute to the doubly 
diffracted field while the first and third terms give the simply diffracted field. 
We insert (3.8) into (3.1) and compute the contributions to the asymptotic 
expansion of the integral from Y = a. 
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For a given point of observation P let PI be the point on the edge of the disk 
nearest to P. Let di be the distance from P to PI and $i be the angle between the 
vector from PI to P and the positive I axis with +i = n/2 on the top of the disc 
and -351r/2 on the bottom. Let S, = cz - dr sin 4 (= Y). Then the field diffracted 
from PI is given by 
ud1 - - (87qs1 dJ”2 e iXd1ein’4(~~~+1/2 - secf$,/2) 
+ (---&J1’z -$ eixd1e3ni’4 . IA (sec3$,/2 - csc”$,/2) [+ - q] 
1 
+ 32 (SecW - csc41/2) .-L(l -+)I. sin ~1 
This agrees with the predicted value of udl , [17]. In addition, we have the field 
diffracted from P2 , the point on the edge farthest away from P. This is given by 
@l/Z 
ud2 = - (89 1 s2 1 d2)1’2 ’ irdzeVin’4(~~~ +,/2 - set qi2/2) 
ixdzeid4 
I 
k (se2 +,/2 - csc3 +,/2) [i - *] 
1 
+ jj(sec+2/2 - csc42/2) sin(62 +1-i-,/. 
Here d, = {(u + r)2 + z?}~/~, sin+, = a + r/d, , s2 = a - d, sin & (= -r) 
with +a equal 7~12 on the top of the disk and -3~12 on the bottom. This result 
exhibits the characteristic phase shift of -r/2. The diffracted field undergoes 
this phase shift when its ray passes through the caustic r = 0. 
The second and fourth terms on the right in (3.8) contribute to the doubly 
diffracted waves. These are the waves produced when the wave diffracted from 
p2 is rediffracted from PI and vice versa. Let udal be the wave diffracted from P2 
and then PI . Then 
i 1 
ud21 
1 ix(d1+2d w---e sin(+,/2 - z-/4) 
167~ (d,s,)1’2 x2a cosa(+,/2 - n/4) * (3.11) 
This agrees with the predicted value [18]. We also have the other doubly 
diffracted term 
1 1 1 - ud12 sin(42/2 ~14) - - __ 
1677 (d, 1 1)1’2s 
e ix(dz+2a) 
s2 cos2(+,/2 - 7r/4)’ 
(3.12) 
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If then we assume that there is no contribution from the center of the disk 
we can easily show, using (1.26) that 
u = %O + udl + ud2 + UdlZ + ud21 + o(x-5'2)* (3.13) 
Here ugo is given by (3.3), udl by (3.9), ud2 by (3.10) u&i by (3.11), and udr3 by 
(3.13). This is the final result of this section. 
If we had considered the case of the hard disk the only important difference 
in the nature of the results is that the doubly diffracted term is 0(x-l) instead 
of 0(x-“). This fact seems to be related to the slower convergence rate of the 
series in this case (cf. (1.26) and (2.21)). 
APPENDIX A 
In this appendix we sketch a derivation of (1.6). We start with the relation 
(see [4], p. 101, eq. 7.1529) 
@‘(kd) = f J,(kr,) @(kr,) cos m(O - q. (A.1) 
--m 
We will prove the relation 
&cd 
~ = + j HF’(kd) dOkd(k) dk. 
d c 
From (A.2) it follows that 
s 
2a &d 
0 
dd+ 
ss 
2n @‘(kd) dB’kd(k) dk. 
CO 
But from (A.2) 
I 2n Ht’(kd) d0’ = 2nJo(kr<) Ht)(kr,) 0 
from which (1.6) now follows. 
To prove (A.2) we start with the representation [14]. 
(A.‘4 
H;‘(kd) = ; j”,, e”L’d~k(k’) dk 
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where c(K) is the vertical ray going up from the point k and the definition of 
d,(k’) is the same as that of d(k’) with K replaced by k. Thus 
To evaluate the inner integral in the last expression we set k’ = K + iKs, 
k = K + hct. Then the integral becomes 
I = 4 J”‘* t-lj2(s - t)--li2 (2 + i(s + t))-l12 (2 + it)-lj2 (1 + it) dt 
0 
where over the interval of integration t and s - t are positive and 
(2 + i(s + t))-1i2 and (2 + it)- 11s are defined by giving them the value 2-r/s at 
t = -s and t = 0 respectively. 
We define slit planes for the functions z1i2, (s - z)-li2, (2 + i(s + z))-1j2, 
(2 + iz)-1/2 as follows: 
(a) z-1/2: Slit al ong positive real axis, the function being positive on top 
of the slit. 
(b) (s - x)-lj2: Slit along real axis from z = s to z = a, the function 
being positive for z < s. 
(c) (2 + iz)-l/2: Sl t 1 i a ong line Im z = 2i from x = 2i to z = 2i - co, 
the function having argument e-3ni/4 on top of the slit. 
(d) (2 + 4s + 4- lj2: Slit along line Im z = 2i from x = 2i - s to 
z = 2i - 00, the function having argument e-3niJ4 on top of the slit. 
With these definitions the function 
F(2) = z+~~(s - x)-1/2 (2 + i(s - 2))-112 (2 + iz)-1/2 (1 + i2) 
is single valued analytic in the plane slit from 0 to s and from --s + 2i to 2i. 
Furthermore, by making the substitution 2 + it = -ier it can be seen that 
j’F(t + 04 fit = Jo F(t + (2 + 0) i) dt. 
0 --s 
Also F(t -k oi) = --F(t - oi), F(t + (2 + 0) i) = -F(t + (2 - 0) i). Thus 
I = F(2) da s c 
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where c is a large circle with center at 0 taken in the clockwise direction. At cc 
Thus 
and 
I = -2ni * i = 277 
; j” H!‘(kd) kd(k) dk = + s, eik’d dk’ = $ 
% 
proving (A.2). 
APPENDIX B 
In this appendix we show how to solve the integral equation 
- 
: ,k’-k I 
2f!??- (K” - kk’) dk’ = F(k). P.1) 
We will proceed more or less formally. It can be checked that if our final result is 
meaningful then (B.l) is satisfied. In particular we will assume that F(k) is 
Hijlder continuous on [0, a). 
We write (B.l) as 
i - s #) (k’ - K> K2 - kk’ dk’ &-(k), 57 c k’ - k k’ - K 
Now 
K2 - kk’ 
k’ - K 
= -(k + K) + “f’IKk) . 
Hence (B.2) becomes 
-(’ + K, s, ‘(“) (” - K, dk’ + K s #(k’) dk’ = +F(k). k’ _ k c 
If we set #(K’) = +(K’) (K’ - K) the last equation becomes 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
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Applying the standard inversion formula to (B.3) we obtain 
(B-4) 
F(8) de 
+ + G+@‘) s, G+(t) (t + K) (k’ - t) ’ 
Now 
K dtf 
G+(t) (tf + K) (A’ - t) - -& G(-K);K’ + K) 
hence recalling the definition of I/, (B.4) becomes 
1 -~ +(‘) = ; G+(k’) G(mK);& + K) $‘) dk s 
F(t) dt’ 
+ t&S,G+(t)(C+ K)(K’ - e)’ 
On the other hand we can write (B.l) as 
s c #ff& (K” - k2 + li2 - KK’) dk’ = -f F(k) 
i.e., 
(K” - k2) j- & dk’ - k j c$(k’) dk’ = +F(k). e c 
Let k + K and we see 
-K 
I c 
+(lz’) dk’ = F F(k). 
WV 
(B-6) 
Thus (B.5) becomes 
--F(K) 1 1 
4(“) = G+(k’) G(-K) (K’ + K) + 2 G+(k) I 
F(f) dc! 
c G+(f) (8 f K) (k’ - e) *  
(B-7) 
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